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…..The changes have already begun and build in momentum …Watch for the reactions,
the responses as the attempts to control the weather increase. For these times will
cause great confusion and disasters, especially in the west of this country, triggering
nature’s disasters as well. Quite a platform of contributing factors. And confusions of the
period, for there will be wars as well during the time, fluctuations in the economy, quite a
number of challenges during that period. Look toward your role in politics in that era, as
well by virtue of that you’ve studied and written. You’ll be asked to assist in reaching
and controlling the masses during that period from a political point of view.
It is well in this time that you study then and prepare the self for the changes as come in
that way. And your preparation and role will be in the understanding of that men seek.
During the periods of depression, of difficulty, the minds will be open, and the greatest
cry will be for spiritual help even in times when the changes seem so physical.
Now the changes then come only moderately at first in these areas. But then increasing
in concern, as there are greater attempts to control the weather. First attempts having
failed, there will be a reaction of fear, afraid to quit, attempting to control after that has
been set in motion, a mushrooming effect…..
Then look to these things, but look to them with confidence. For God has prepared
those among you who will be responsible for providing assistance to the masses, and
you are among them. Confidence then, that this is not disaster, but building, cleansing,
positive and productive. These understandings will be essential during that time.
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